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高一英语第八期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. That is all _____ I want to say.

A. that B. which C. of which D. what
2. Is this the school _____ we are going to visit next week?

A. the one B. the one that C. there D. that

3. Now more and more people begin to enjoy golden weeks, _____ they can relax or travel.

A. on which time B. in that time C. during which time D. by which time

4. Cong Fei died of cancer in April, 2006, _____ made us in deep sorrow.
A. who B. that C. it D. which

5. Is there anyone in your class _____ home is on the farm?

A. whose B. who’s C. that D. which

6. The room _____ is a small one.

A. in that they live B. in which they live C. where they live in D. which they live
7. This is one of the best films _____ I’ve ever seen.

A. that B. which C. why D. what

8. The student to _____ I was talking yesterday is Mr. Li’s son.

A. which B. that C. whom D. who

9. She talked about the people and things _____ interested her greatly during her stay here.
A. which B. that C. who D. what

10. Who is the girl _____ is singing the English song there?

A. that B. who C. whom D. whose

11. _____ is known to everyone, London will hold the 2012 Olympic Games.

A. It B. As C. That D. What
12. Yesterday he sold out all his stamps at _____ he thought was a reasonable price.

A. that B. which C. what D. as

13. The books are for the students _____ native language isn’t Chinese.

A. that B. / C. whose D. whom

14. She heard a terrible noise, _____ bought her heart into her mouth.
A. it B. which C. this D. that

15. My glasses, _____ I could see nothing, fell to the ground and broke.

A. which B. with which C. without which D. that
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